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ATTENTION OF THE READER
The International Hydrographic Review can be of ever-increasing 
value and interest to its readers- with a simple cooperative effort on the part 
of the Hydrographic Offices of its States-Members.
Original articles published in the « Review » receive a circulation 
amongst the leading Hydrographic personnel throughout the world and the 
forwarding of appropriate articles for inclusion in the Review is again urged.
In addition to such original articles, it is requested that our readers 
keep in mind that many of the articles observed by them in the various 
publications appearing in the language of their own country are particularly 
appropriate for re-publication in the « Review ».
B y such re-publication articles are ensured of a greatly increased 
circulation throughout the Hydrographic Offices of all our States-Members 
as well as those of many Non-Member States .
The attention of our readers is invited to the foreword on the subject 
of forwarding articles for inclusion in the Review which appears on the sheet 
on the reverse side of the title page.
